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The Era of Propaganda

©

True or
False?

Red flag: Can you recognize deceitful
information in the media news broadcast,
especially designed to evoke your
emotional stress?

Source: M.C. Mphidi

Can you identify the person on the painting below? If this
person was to come to you as he or she is, & tell you a
story that gets you stressed, worked up & miserable the
whole day, tomorrow morning & the whole week, would
you be able to tell other people their identity? You will
explain yourself until you tire. Eventually you will not be
sure of other descriptions such as the colors, shapes which
you see here on this painting below.

people to do physical harm to either themselves or other
people. The person who decided to disclose the
information had intentions to produce such outcomes &
knew that it will be damning to the receiver, or something
is got to give. Some of the information is meant to deviate
people’s attention from their normal lives to focus on
issues which serves no purpose in their personal lives.
Hence you find people spending their time on social
media platforms discussing issues which never brings
them peace, put bread on the table, brings them income or
any other relief from their normal day challenges. It takes
time from doing what he or she really needs to focus on
the not important & unnecessary orderly of the day.
Propagators of propagandas are the most inhumane
people who exist amongst humans born to thrive. They
have lost their title of being humans to simply being called
“whatever-you-call-them-in-your-private-time”. Its those
we don’t speak of, or your family will be in danger.
Things like that. Now, to all human beings who have
being given a gift of being alive, give it your 100% focus
on daily basis. Listening to non-sense news in your
normal life will stress you to death & only your family
will suffer. Dedicate your time to positive news, it brings
peace of mind, non-violent thoughts, creativity & good
character building. Not all news is good for your sanity.

The person you are trying to tell the story to, will want to
know your source, if you don’t tell, you will be left as if
you made up the story or it can be assumed that this
person simply does not exist, & you made it all up.
Propaganda is an extreme design of misinformation to
disrupt humanity within their orderly personal goals.
Most people today are fed with misleading information
which evoke emotional stress which turn to influence
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